SECTION: 14  
TOWNSHIP: 2 SOUTH  
RANGE: 9 WEST  
COUNTY: TILLAMOOK COUNTY

DATE: 14-Aug-13
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Not Found  
Reset  
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Previous Rewitnesses, Restorations, Surveys, etc.:  
MAP B-1225, MAP B-1154, & B-1405

Found Monument(s) and Accessories(Condition & Source):
FOUND BRASS CAP STAMPED "T2S R9W 1/4 S14 1985 LS 793" FROM WHICH: ALUMINUM CAP STAMPED "W/14 S14 PS 929 1984" BEARS (N 83°56'42" W 2°34'); 20° (16") ALDER BARK SCRIBE VISIBLE (S 2°14'W 31.83'); 47° (22") SPRUCE WITH HEALED FACE (N 89°06'W 37.30'); 50° (30") SPRUCE WITH HEALED FACE (S 34°30'E 58.15'); STEEL POST WITH LOCATION TAG NORTH 1FT

Monument Set(Procedures & Description):

Sketch of Cap

Other New Accessories Set:
SET 5/8" X 40" REBAR WITH PLASTIC CAP "TERRY JONES LS 2507" (S 1°23'56" W) 39FT ON SECTION LINE WITH ORANGE CARSONITE POST 1FT NORTH, SET 5/8" X 40" REBAR WITH PLASTIC CAP "TERRY JONES LS 2507" (S 1°23'56" W) 81 FT ON SECTION LINE WITH ORANGE CARSONITE POST 1FT NORTH

New Bearing Trees:

Location & Comments:
CENTERLINE OF KILLAM CREEK IS 20' NORTH, COURSE N75°W CENTERLINE OF LOGGING ROAD IS 90' SOUTH; BRASS CAP IS NOW ON THE SOUTH EDGE OF THE CREEK

Firm/Agency:
BAYSIDE SURVEYING
Address:
11785 HWY101 SOUTH TILLAMOOK, OR 97141

Party Chief:
TERRY JONES

Notes:
REWITNESS/2S-9W-S14-W1-4.xls FILE IN OFFICE

Witness(es):
KYLER JONES  
DALLAS ESPLIN

Surveyor's Stamp:
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